
 
 
 
It could be, that you don’t know, but I run a philosophy class in SL since 2007, a 
lecture every Tuesday and Thursday, more than 600 lectures up to now. 
  
If this presentation  becomes boring you always can move to 
http://thephilosophyclass.blogspot.nl to check out my other lectures, assuming 
that at least one may not that boring :-) 
  
Anyway, the present project of the Philosophy Class is named “Existentialism 
and Free Will”. It also could have been named “The Value of Individualism” 
  
What is it about? The first subject of interest is that the concept of “the individual” 
as a kind of stand alone person only developed in Europe. 
  
Why existentialism? Existentialism, in a nutshell, is completely based on the 
assumption, that we make choices.  
  
Because we are free to choose due to our free will, it makes us morally 
responsible. Thus we define our individual existence. 
  
Now, assume that this idea from neurobiological quarters is true, that free will is 
in fact an illusion, then logically all fundamental ideas of existentialism are based 
on an illusion, 
  



which would mean that we could forget about existentialism as a view of man 
and his condition. Someone even might say, that existentialism thus in fact is like 
any other religion. 
  
Ok, somebody might protest here and say: Hold on…do you mean that any 
religion is based on an illusion? Personally I would answer the question with 
“Yes”. 
  
For I still do not understand how it is possible to  murder your fellowmen and 
justify such actions by referring to religious believes.  
  
Only homo sapiens murders and kills, motivated by believes, not only religious 
ones, but equally political and ideological ones. 
  
This brings us close to a quintessential element of my project: individualism. 
According to the dictionary it means  
  
“Belief in the primary importance of the individual and in the virtues of self-
reliance and personal independence” 
  
or “a social theory advocating the liberty, rights, or independent action of the 
individual”. 
  
More scientifically formulated along the lines of thought of Max Weber in his 
“Economy and Society” (1922) it amounts to the idea, 
  
that social phenomena must be explained by showing how they result from 
individual actions, which in turn must be explained through reference to the 
intentional states that motivate the individual actors. 
  
Thus we could come to the observation, that existentialism is based on free will 
which as such shapes the individual and thence society, that is, our culture. 
  
Samuel Huntington predicted that we are now in the midst a clash of civilizations, 
as he described in his article in Foreign Affairs in 1993. 
  
In the introduction of his book (1996) “The Clash of Civilizations And the 
remaking of World Order” he writes:  
  
“One grim Weltanschauung for this new era was well expressed by the Venetian 
nationalist demagogue in Michael Dibdin's novel, Dead Lagoon (1994):  
  
’There can be no true friends without true enemies. Unless we hate what we are 
not, we cannot love what we are. “ 
  
 



For peoples seeking identity and reinventing ethnicity, enemies are essential, 
and the potentially most dangerous enmities occur across the fault lines between 
the world's major civilizations today.  
  
And one of the greatest enemies seems to be today “the individual”. By the way, 
the whole idea of Human Rights is based on that concept. 
  

 
 
In the diagram behind me I have tried to visualize the quintessence of my ideas. 
  
Homo sapiens is a social animal with one exceptional and unique quality: his 
rationality, which enables him to explain his existence and identity ultimately by 
knowledge, by science. 
  
This does not imply, that homo sapiens is a rational being. Sometimes you even 
tend to believe that the opposite is true. 
  
The only claim I make is that eventually it was his ability to think in a rational 
manner, that shaped his existence through evolution into what it is now. 
  
However, when we look at the world how it is now, we must conclude that homo 
sapiens defines himself, his identity, his values, his social bonds in ways, ranging 
from irrational to rational. 
  
“For peoples seeking identity and reinventing ethnicity, enemies are essential…” 



and your first enemy is the person who does not believe in the same god as you 
do. 
  
When you drop religion, you still can stick to the bonds within your tribe and if 
tribes are no longer the binding factor, you still have your country, your nation-
state. 
  
If the  nation-state ceases to bind people, they still have their family.  
  
When the family falls apart the homo sapiens realizes, that eventually he is only 
an individual, who has to define himself like Descartes did with his “Cogito, ergo 
sum”. 
  
Eventually, what is left to homo sapiens is his rationality, which enables him to 
understand and interpret the reality he lives in. 
  
That is what enabled him to develop physics or medical science, what made him 
visit the moon or communicate using his cellphone. 
  
What I try to achieve with my project is to obtain a kind of clear picture of the 
meaning of the concept “the individual”. 
  
We take it so for granted that we are respected as an individual, that we may 
claim individual rights, freedom and property. 
  
On the other hand, as soon as we claim that this is a real positive achievement 
and compare this with other cultures, which don’t support individualism, 
  
in no time we’ll hear the objection that this is Eurocentric or Western thinking and 
values. Is this kind of cultural relativism justified? 
  
As a working hypothesis I take the view, that individualism as it has evolved in 
Europe is an evolutionary step in the development of the mind. 
  
It is rather dangerous to add in line with modern ideas like “We are our brain”, 
that this also relates to an evolutionary step in the development of the brain. Yet 
through the ages our genes have mutated. 
  
If you value individualism and the individual, you then implicitly would be claiming 
that the Western brain is more evolved than the brains of people in other 
cultures. 
  
But because we hardly have any idea how the mind is related to or generated by 
the brain and the equation BRAIN == MIND is questionable, 
  
why couldn’t there be two lines of evolution, one of the brain and one of the 



mind? 
  
Just imagine a complex machine and two operators. They both operate the same 
machine, but operator A gets significantly better results than operator B. 
  
Then you would conclude that operator A is better than operator B. You could 
analyse how A and B operate the machine and thus discover the cause of the 
discrepancy. 
  
A simple example from real life. Assume that all homo sapiens in this stage of his 
evolution have the same central nervous system and brain. 
  
But we can see, that using that brain in one way is better than in another way or 
to say it in other words: a person with education has more chances of survival 
than one without education. 
. 
Thence you could come to the conclusion, that education contributes to or even 
influences the evolution of the mind. 
  
However, one of the strong (irrational) forces in how we use our brain is the WE 
versus THE OTHERS thinking. 
  
Archeological findings proof, that this way of using our brain has a long history. 
Recently 10.000 years  old remains were discovered in Kenya. 
  
A group of people, women, children, massacred. Crushed skulls, smashed 
knees, limbs, an arrowhead inside a skull. 
  
You need little imagination to picture what must have happened 10.000 years 
ago…. it was US against THEM. 
  
The diagram, which I presented you is completely based on this atavistic feeling. 
Just think of religious or tribal feelings……they intrinsically define THE OTHERS. 
  
Up to the present day we see how all acts of terrorism are justified by claiming 
that THE OTHERS have to be killed. 
  
And then there is Descartes, not defining his personal identity by contrasting it to 
THE OTHERS, but by simple reference to the consciousness of his own mind. 
  
That is what my project is about: the hypothesis that consciousness of 
individuality is an evolutionary stage in evolution of the mind, 
  
that individuality is a prerequisite of creative science, means to understand our 
world and our life on this planet, 
  



and that worldwide education is the only option to achieve a reasonable future 
and survive. 
  
This leaves us still with the free will issue and the brain,, but that is an interesting 
scientific and philosophical debate for some other time. 
  
Thank you for your attention…. if you have any question or remark…the floor is 
yours… 
  
 

The	Debate	
	
[13:20] Lyr Lobo  smiles and thanks, Professor Bergson 
[13:21] Lyr Lobo: How are you evaluating your hypothesis?  
[13:21] CB Axel: It doesn't seem to me that our brains have evolved much in the 
last several centuries, but our ways of thinking have. 
[13:22] Lyr Lobo: a neuroscientist might have another opinion, CB 
[13:22] NullSubset Burner: so at its root our legacy neurological heritage hasn’t 
kept pace with our technological and cultural development - thus we are left with  
sociological artefacts such as tribalism? 
[13:22] jgrab: You spoke of Max Weber's Economy and Society, and in terms of 
Individuality and Agency.  Have you explored that in terms of Kantian ethics and 
the later work by Peter Van Inwagen?  Do you have a modal foundation for 
reference in your comparison? 
[13:22] Lyr Lobo: as our exposure and use of technology changes us through 
neuroplasticity 
[13:22] herman Bergson: Still thinking about  that Lyr, but historical and 
philosophical analysis will be the route to take 
[13:23] herman Bergson: The answer is easy jgrab: not yet.... 
[13:23] Lyr Lobo grins and nods 
[13:23] herman Bergson: The project is in its very initial stages only at the 
moment... 
[13:24] herman Bergson: These are just initial thoughts and ideas which will take 
years to develop 
[13:24] Lyr Lobo: NullSubset, that's a good question *smiles* 
[13:25] Lyr Lobo: Ah, CB, did you mean from early man to now? quite true 
[13:26] CB Axel: Yes. That's what I mean. I don't think there have been major 
structural changes in a long time, have there? 
[13:26] herman Bergson: The situation in this world is very complex Null....we 
see all kinds of stages of development, from the most primitive to the greatest 
high tech possibilities 
[13:27] herman Bergson: My personal question here is..do we see some more or 
less linear development or should we settle for cultural relativism....to put is in 
black and white terms 
[13:27] Don Loco Ser Gato  : We need to destroy the cities and build platforms 



above the surface to live in. Let the planet below power us, our waste recycles 
through it, and remove use of non-kosher products. 
[13:27] Anktii: How would you define "education"? 
[13:27] NullSubset Burner: true - but our neurophysiology hasn’t changed much 
or at all really since modern hominoids began moving out of the rift valley 
[13:27] Don Loco Ser Gato : Able to repeat what you've memorised. 
[13:27] Lyr Lobo grins at Don 
[13:28] herman Bergson: I have a problem with that view Null.... 
[13:28] herman Bergson: we have no idea at what speed evolution takes place... 
[13:29] herman Bergson: if you compare the billions of years of which we only 
exist a few million ones... 
[13:30] herman Bergson: Education I see as increasing in a person his/her ability 
to understand reality in a scientific way and deal with it 
[13:30] CB Axel: I feel like when threatened, humans revert back to the primitive 
portions of our brains and react without thinking. :( 
[13:30] CB Axel: I hope that we can learn to control that part better. 
[13:30] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): oh I must agree CB 
[13:30] Don Loco Ser Gato : That's if you believe the planets been here that long. 
There's plenty evidence that it wasn't and came here from elsewhere. 
[13:30] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Don... 
[13:30] CB Axel: Interesting, thought, DonLoco, but I don't believe that. 
[13:30] herman Bergson: yes CB, our brain is not a ration nor an irrational 
mechanism....it is both in a complex way 
[13:30] Don Loco Ser Gato : It's a pile of rocks n space junk condensed after long 
periods of time. 
[13:31] Don Loco Ser Gato : It wasn't just a planet boinking into existence. 
[13:31] CB Axel: I think there is far more evidence that we've been here a long, 
long time and have evolved here. 
[13:31] Anktii: so are you thinking more in terms of a western style 
institutionalised education? 
[13:31] NullSubset Burner: no we don’t - but we do have a real world correlates- 
i.e.. a archaeological evidence indicating very little change in  genetic potential 
among modern hominoids- genetic -not epigenetic 
[[13:31] Don Loco Ser Gato : You should be, don't let it happen again. 
[13:31] Mike Shaw (shawza.tunwarm): :) 
[13:32] herman Bergson: I wouldn’t say that Anktii...I mean that physics are 
physics....and an aspirin works for everybody on this earth 
[13:32] NullSubset Burner: heh thank you-and thank you for your patience 
Herman i apprentice your sharing your thoughts 
[13:32] jgrab: Your diagram begins with religion and builds towards properties we 
associate either geographically or collectively.  Is it fair to say you are beginning 
with a Civilization before Cities construct from a demographic perceptive? 
[13:32] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Welcome Kaylei ㋡ 
[13:34] herman Bergson: The diagram is more refering to the basic motivations 
for social cohesion... 
[13:34] Don Loco Ser Gato : That's going too complex, jgrab. You need to dial it 



back. 
[13:34] herman Bergson: and its justifications for it 
[13:34] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Don... is it hard for you to be decent? 
[13:35] Don Loco Ser Gato : How am I not being decent? 
[13:35] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): No worries, you will learn elsewhere :0 
[13:36] herman Bergson: The diagram is not referring to some sociological 
background or ideas in particular 
[13:36] jgrab: Thank You. 
[13:36] herman Bergson: It refers to ideas people have to define their group 
cohesion 
[13:37] herman Bergson: and justify this 
[13:37] Lyr Lobo: (I instantly thought of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs when I saw 
it) *smiles* 
[13:37] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): :))) 
[13:37] CB Axel: I thought that, too, the first time I saw this. °͜° 
[13:37] herman Bergson: Yes Maslow also loves triangles :-)) 
[13:37] Lyr Lobo: we bring to the discussion our own sense of context and 
meaning... yes *grins* 
[13:37] herman Bergson: But there is no relation intended here :-)) 
[13:37] Lyr Lobo nods and smiles 
[13:39] NullSubset Burner: what i find fascinating is that social structure doesn’t 
exist in thin air- its generated and supported in the brains of every human being 
participating - if we understand the specific neurological structures facilitating 
social structure and how said systems came to exist in our brains - perhaps we 
could being to craft a society built on said knowledge? 
[13:39] herman Bergson: But it still is a fact ...and that is what it is all about for 
me....that the concept of the individual emerged only in one culture on this 
globe... 
[13:39] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): I wonder how a planet full of individuals will 
function... do we strife against Mars by than? 
[13:40] herman Bergson: That is a difficult question Null....for there is another 
danger here.... 
[13:41] herman Bergson: Physics is based on laws...all biochemical processes in 
our body are based on laws.....this means that when we would know 
EVERYTHING 
[13:41] herman Bergson: we would have reached a state of total determinism... 
[13:42] herman Bergson: as I said... BRAIN == MIND is questionable 
[13:42] herman Bergson: we just don't know how it works 
[13:43] herman Bergson: so all together ..what I calll my project has many 
ramifications... 
[13:43] herman Bergson: and I am just at the beginning...:-) 
[13:43] herman Bergson: as we probably all are ^_^ 
[13:44] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Today at the Naked Scientists a new research 
result was mentioned... at mice researchers noticed when the female was 
pregnant and had an infection... her little one was autistic. So much we do not 
know yet about the brain and mind. 



[13:44] NullSubset Burner: Thank you for that herman - :) 
[13:45] herman Bergson: Indeed....the neurosciences are in relation to existing 
science very young...and science itself is hardly a 350 years old 
[13:46] herman Bergson: and european homo sapiens Cro-Magnon is hardly 
43.000 old... 
[13:47] herman Bergson: Just keep such dates in mind to get the right 
perspective 
[13:47] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): I know its a millisecond in universe time but 
gosh.... I feel ashamed we are still on the level we are today :( 
[13:47] herman Bergson: We are to quickly inclined to beleive that we solve 
problems within one lifetime 
[13:47] herman Bergson: I disagree Chantal..... 
[13:47] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): I know ㋡ 
[13:48] herman Bergson: We have Human rights... 
[13:48] herman Bergson: We have a UN... 
[13:48] NullSubset Burner: additionally neuroscience alone may not provide a 
easy reductionist path to a mature representative model- it may require quantum 
mechanics, mathematics , information sciences , as well as a scientifically 
informed philosophy ,etc ,etc 
[13:48] CB Axel: Many people have human rights. 
[13:48] CB Axel: Not everyone. 
[13:48] herman Bergson: not perfect but in the Middle Ages the world looked 
different 
[13:48] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Thats what I see as well, CB 
[13:48] herman Bergson: I agree Null! 
[13:48] Lyr Lobo grins and nods to NullSubset 
[13:49] NullSubset Burner: oo wife’s home- i apologize for my typing- spell check 
has ruined me apparently - off to make supper - have a wonderful weekend all 
and hope to see you all soon 
[13:49] Lyr Lobo: They may not be able to exercise those human rights, but from 
our perspective, everyone has them. It is how they are constrained by political or 
social forces, is it not? 
[13:49] herman Bergson: Yes CB, but you also can say that a 500 years ago 
almost nobody had rights except some ruling class 
[13:50] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Waves at Null, enjoy ㋡ 
[13:50] Lyr Lobo: (Maybe I should say from my perspective) *eyes twinkle* 
[13:50] Lyr Lobo: take care, Null 
[13:50] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): Sorry Herman I have to go 
[13:50] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): thank you for this lecture 
[13:50] Lyr Lobo: by Beertje! 
[13:50] Violet (ataraxia.azemus): Be well, Beertje 
[13:50] Lyr Lobo: and yes, thank you, Herman... delightful as always 
[13:50] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Bye Beertje ㋡ 
[13:50] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): goodnight everyone 
[13:50] Stefano (stephanos.kowalski): bye 
[13:50] .: Beertje :. (beertje.beaumont): waves 



[13:50] herman Bergson: Bye Beertje, Null :-) 
[13:50] NullSubset Burner: waves , off to make supper 
[13:50] CB Axel: Bye, Null. gtsy 
[13:50] CB Axel: Good night, Beertje 
[13:51] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Food for thought, Herman, thank you ㋡ 
[13:51] Lyr Lobo: Many thanks *smiles* 
[13:51] herman Bergson: Thank you all for your participation.... 
[13:51] herman Bergson: as I use to say...Class dismissed ^_^ 
[13:51] CB Axel: Herman always inspires great discussions. °͜° 
[13:51] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): ㋡ 
[13:51] Violet (ataraxia.azemus): :) 
[13:51] Violet (ataraxia.azemus): Thanks, Herman, and be well, all 
[13:51] Lyr Lobo chuckles 
[13:52] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Bye Violet ㋡ 
[13:52] herman Bergson: Bye Violet 
[13:53] Anktii: Thank you for the interesting discussion. 
[13:53] Anktii: Take care everyone :) 
[13:53] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Uploaded some pictures to the sc fb page... 
and herman will create a beautiful pdf... will be online asap ㋡ 
[13:53] Mike Shaw (shawza.tunwarm): Thank you for speaking today! 
[13:54] herman Bergson: yes I will Chantal :-) 
[13:54] Lyr Lobo grins 
[13:54] CB Axel: And thank you for jumping in at the last minute, Herman. °͜° 
[13:54] herman Bergson: It was somewhat exciting to present these ideas for this 
audience..... 
[13:54] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): for those who missed it... Herman's previous 
one is on top http://sciencecircle.org/?page_id=88 
[13:55] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Did you expect something specific, Herman? 
[13:56] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): (I noticed none of our religious members 
joined) 
[13:56] Lyr Lobo laughs 
[13:56] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): ㋡ 
[13:56] herman Bergson: I survived some of my remarks indeed :-) 
[13:56] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): ㋡ 
[13:56] Lyr Lobo: Chantal, educators learn never to discuss politics or religion 
unless teaching those subjects (at least, at my school) *laughs* 
[13:57] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): No bombs on stage ㋡ 
[13:57] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): That’s wise I think Lyr... often has been an 
issue at SC 
[13:57] herman Bergson looks cautiously around 
[13:57] Lyr Lobo: I have strong beliefs coupled with science and a lov of people 
*grins* 
[13:57] herman Bergson: Are you sure, Chantal? 
[13:57] Lyr Lobo: hehe 
[13:57] Lyr Lobo: you guys! 
[13:57] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): :))) 



[13:58] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Huggles Herman for his heroism ㋡ 
[13:58] jgrab: I think I landed on the two grenades earlier, herman Bergson. 
[13:58] Lyr Lobo: so yes, you have a few who are of the judeo christian 
persuasion, but are also free thinkers *grins* 
[13:58] Lyr Lobo hugs Herman 
[13:58] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): hehhehe JGrab ㋡ 
[13:58] Lyr Lobo: haha Jgrab! 
[13:58] herman Bergson: Thank you for that jgrab:-) 
[13:58] jgrab: I was just happy to hear ideas across disciplines addressed in the 
same breath. 
[13:58] Lyr Lobo: surely in an intellectual community you can have open 
discourse without strife... or am I too far from Debate Club? *teases* 
[13:59] Lyr Lobo: right, jgrab 
[13:59] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): I wish more people would think like that Lyr... 
able to agree to disagree 
[13:59] CB Axel nods 
[13:59] Lyr Lobo: you know, I only posted one research project on the Facebook 
due to the criticism received... yet that study yielded some wonderful discoveries 
[14:00] Lyr Lobo: but criticism keeps us honest *eyes twinkle* 
[14:00] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): and gives self reflection if ignored otherwise ㋡ 
[14:00] herman Bergson: Only criticism stimulates our creativity....:-) 
[14:00] Lyr Lobo grins 
[14:01] Lyr Lobo: I've been working with critique groups for nearly 2 years....and 
feel very creative *winks* 
[14:01] Mike Shaw (shawza.tunwarm): Agree to disagree yes.  Even if one does 
not believe in an old  universe, the fact remains that the universe behaves as if it 
is old. 
[14:01] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): I am sorry to say but I need to log off 
[14:01] Lyr Lobo: good point, Mike. I like that 
[14:01] Mike Shaw (shawza.tunwarm): As do I on occasion.... 
[14:01] Lyr Lobo: Chantal... *smiles* 
[14:01] jgrab: Goodbye, Chantal, Pleasure to see you. 
[14:01] Lyr Lobo: bye... 
[14:01] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Early morning :( 
[14:01] Lyr Lobo: rest well 
[14:01] Chantal (nymf.hathaway): Waves and enjoy everyone ㋡ good to see you 
all :) 
[14:01] CB Axel: Good night, Chantal. 
[14:01] Lyr Lobo: and you 
[14:01] Mike Shaw (shawza.tunwarm): I have to go to.  back to the proposal that 
never seems to get finished, 
[14:01] herman Bergson: Good night Chantal 
[14:02] Mike Shaw (shawza.tunwarm): Good night! 


